Abstract-Between matrix factorization or Random Walk with Restart (RWR), which method works better for recommender systems? Which method handles explicit or implicit feedback data better? Does additional information help recommendation? Recommender systems play an important role in many ecommerce services such as Amazon and Netflix to recommend new items to a user. Among various recommendation strategies, collaborative filtering has shown good performance by using rating patterns of users. Matrix factorization and random walk with restart are the most representative collaborative filtering methods. However, it is still unclear which method provides better recommendation performance despite their extensive utility.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommending new items to a user has been widely recognized as an important research topic in data mining area [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , and recommender systems have been extensively applied in various applications across different domains to recommend items such as book [5] , movie [6] , [7] , music [8] , [9] , friend [10] , [11] , scientific article [12] , video [13] , and restaurant [14] . Many e-commerce services such as Amazon and Netflix mainly depend on recommender systems to increase their profits by selling what consumers are interested in against overloaded information of products [15] , [16] , [7] .
Collaborative filtering (CF) has been successfully adopted among diverse recommendation strategies due to its high quality performance [17] and domain free property. For a query user, CF recommends items preferred by other users who present similar rating patterns to the query user [6] . This strategy does not require domain knowledge for recommendation, since it relies on only user history such as item ratings or previous transactions. However, the domain free property causes cold-start problem: the systems cannot recommend an item to a user if the item or the user are newly added to the system and existing data on them are not observed. Many techniques have been proposed [18] , [19] to solve the coldstart problem, but the problem is still a major challenge in recommender systems. The two major approaches of collaborative filtering are latent factor models and graph based models. Matrix factorization (MF) [6] is the most widely used method as a latent factor model, and it discovers latent factors inherent in relations between users and items by decomposing a user-item rating matrix. Random walk with restart (RWR) [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] is commonly used as a graph based model for recommender systems [26] , [11] , [27] . RWR recommends items to a user with the user's personalized ordering of nodeto-node proximities which are measured by a random surfer in a user-item bipartite graph as shown in Figure 1 . These methods also provide solutions for the cold start problem, using side information such as user demographic information or item category data [18] , [19] , [26] , [28] . Although MF and RWR have been extensively used with the same purpose, it is still ambiguous to answer the following question: which method is better between matrix factorization and random walk with restart in recommender systems?
This paper aims to compare matrix factorization and random walk with restart in various tasks of recommendations with the corresponding metrics. We are interested in answering the following questions:
• Explicit feedback. Which method performs better when explicit feedback data are given? • Implicit feedback. Which method performs better when implicit feedback data are given?
• Bias terms. Do the bias terms improve the performance of recommendation methods? Which method performs better with bias factors? • Side information. Does the side information improve the performance of recommendation methods? Which method is better when additional information are given? In our experiments, matrix factorization performs better with explicit feedback data, while random walk with restart is better with implicit ones. We also observe that biases enhance the overall quality of recommendations. However, side information enhances the performance when used with explicit ratings, while degrades the performance with implicit ratings. Detailed explanations are stated in Section IV. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Formulation. We show that each method in matrix factorization has its corresponding one in random walk with restart. This lays the groundwork for systematic comparison of the two methods.
• Method. We newly devise a random walk with restart method that introduces global bias terms. It reflects global popularities of items and general properties of users, improving random walk with restart methods without the bias terms.
• Analysis. We systemically compare the two collaborative filtering approaches. We also analyze properties of the methods that cause their strengths in various tasks.
• Experiments. We present and discuss extensive experimental results for many scenarios with various types of input over different recommendation purposes. The code and datasets used in this paper are available at http://datalab.snu.ac.kr/mfrwr. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains preliminaries on matrix factorization and random walk with restart for recommender systems. Section III presents recommendation methods that we discuss in this paper. Section IV shows experimental results and discussions on recommendation performance of the methods. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES Section II introduces preliminaries on matrix factorization and random walk with restart in recommender systems. Table I lists symbols and their definition used in this paper. We denote matrices and sets with upper-case bold letters (e.g. R or U), vectors with lower-case bold letters (e.g. x u ), scalars with lower-case italic letters (e.g. c), and graphs by upper-case normal letters (e.g. G).
A. Matrix Factorization
Matrix factorization (MF) predicts unobserved ratings given observed ratings. MF predicts a rating of item i given by user u asr ui = x T u y i , where x u is u's vector and y i is i's vector. Objective function is defined in Equation (1), where r ui is an observed rating and Ω R is a set of (user, item) pairs for which ratings are observed. The term λ(||x u || 2 + ||y i || 2 ) prevents overfitting by regularizing the magnitude of parameters, where the degree of regularization is controlled by the hyperparameter λ. 
The standard approach to learn parameters which minimize L is GD (Gradient Descent). The update procedures for parameters in GD are as follows.
, where η is a learning rate and e ui is a prediction error defined as e ui = r ui − x T u y i .
B. Random Walk with Restart
Random Walk with Restart (RWR) is one of the most commonly used methods for graph based collaborative filtering in recommender systems [26] , [28] . Given a user-item bipartite graph G and a query user u as seen in Figure 1 , RWR computes a personalized ranking of items w.r.t the user u. The input graph G comprises the set of nodes V with the set of users U and the set of items I, i.e., V = U ∪ I. Each edge (u, i, r ui ) ∈ E represents the rating r ui between user u and item i, and the rating is the weight of the edge.
RWR exploits a random surfer to produce the personalized ranking of items for a user u by letting her move around the Users Items Fig. 1 : Example of a user-item bipartite graph. In the graph, edges between users and items are weighted with ratings. Node u is a starting node for RWR which measures node-to-node proximities w.r.t. node u to rank items. graph G. Suppose the random surfer started from the user node u and she is at the node v currently. Then the surfer takes one of the following actions: random walk or restart. Random walk indicates that the surfer moves to a neighbor node of the current node with probability 1 − c, and restart indicates that the surfer goes back to the starting node u with probability c. If the random surfer visits node v many times, then node v is highly related to node u; thus, node v is ranked high in the personalized ranking for u. The random surfer is likely to frequently visit items that are rated highly by users who give ratings similarly to the query user u, which is consistent with the intuition of collaborative filtering, i.e., if a user has similar taste with the query user u, and the similar user likes an item i, then u is likely prefer the item i. We measure probabilities that the random surfer visits each item as ranking scores, called RWR scores, and sort the scores in the descending order to recommend items for the query user u. The detailed method for computing RWR is described in Section III-B.
III. RECOMMENDATION METHODS Section III describes recommendation methods to be compared in this paper. They are based on matrix factorization (Section II-A) or random walk with restart (Section II-B). We present four methods for each approach in cases of the following scenario list. We suggest a matrix factorization method and a random walk with restart method for each scenario, and they are summarized in Table II. • Explicit feedback. We recommend items when explicit feedback ratings are given; for example, movie rating data with 1 to 5 scaled "stars" are given.
• Implicit feedback. We also present recommendation methods for implicit feedback data such as the number of clicks on items.
• Global bias terms. Bias terms indicating global properties of users and items are used in recommendation methods to predict preferences of users more accurately.
• Employing side information. We present recommendation methods that use auxiliary information. Auxiliary information of users and items is used to solve cold start problem or enhance accuracy of recommendations.
A. Recommendation Methods Based on Matrix Factorization
We explain four methods based on matrix factorization as follows. Each of them is different in its purpose and type of datasets they use.
1) MF Exp , A Basic Matrix Factorization Method for Explicit
Rating MF Exp is a standard matrix factorization based method for explicit feedback ratings [6] . It predicts unobserved ratings by learning embeddings of users and items. MF Exp is described in section II-A.
2) MF Imp , A Basic Matrix Factorization Method for Implicit
Rating MF Imp is for implicit feedback ratings [29] . For a user u, an item i, and an implicit feedback rating r ui , MF Imp predicts a binarized implicit feedback rating p ui by learning u's vector x u and i's vector y i . The implicit feedback rating r ui is the number of times that a user performs a favorable action to an item, e.g. the number of clicks of the item. The binarized implicit feedback rating p ui is defined as 1 if r ui > 0 and 0 otherwise.
MF Imp requires confidence levels of each rating r ui , since implicit feedback data are inherently noisy. For example, not watching a movie occasionally indicates dislike for the movie or ignorance of its existence. The confidence level of a rating crystallizes how certainly we can use the rating value. We define the confidence level of an implicit rating for u and i as c ui = 1 + αr ui as stated in [29] .
The objective function of MF Imp is defined in Equation (2). c ui adjusts intensity of learning x u and y i in gradient descent update of the vectors as presented in Equations (3) and (4), where e ui is a prediction error defined as The objective function of MF Bias is given in Equation (5). μ is a global average rating value and b e is a bias term of a user or an item e.
We use GD (Gradient Descent) method to minimize L in Equation (5) . The update procedures for parameters are as follows.
, where e ui is a prediction error defined as
4) MF Side , A Coupled Matrix Factorization Method Using Side
Information MF Side uses additional information to understand users and items in many-sided properties. User similarity information such as friendship in a social network or item similarity information such as items' category is advantageous for finding users with similar tastes and items with similar properties, which causes latent vectors of users and items to be similar. Side information is useful when rating data of users and items are missing. For example, if a cold-start user u has similar demographic information with another warm-user v, x u is able to be learned to be similar to x v even though u has never rated an item.
The objective function of MF Side is defined in Equation (6) .
Ω R is a set of (user, item) where ratings are observed. Ω A is a set of (user, user attribute) where the user similarity attributes are observed. Ω B is a set of (item attribute, item) where the item similarity attributes are observed. For a user u and a user similarity attribute s, a us indicates u's properties on s such as u's age. w s is a latent vector of s. x u is u's latent feature that couples ratings and user attributes. For an item i and an item similarity attribute t, b ti is i's attribute value with respect to t such as i's category if t indicates category of items. z t is a latent vector of t, and y i is a latent vector of i that represents ratings and item similarity attributes of i simultaneously.
We use the following gradient descent updates for x u , y i , w s , and z t . For a user u and an item i for (u, i) ∈ Ω R , we update x u and y i as follows, where
For a user u and a user similarity attribute s for (u, s) ∈ Ω A , we update x u and w s as follows, where e us = a us − x T u w s .
For an item similarity attribute t and an item i for (t, i) ∈ Ω B , we update z t and y i as follows, where
B. Recommendation Methods Based on Random Walk with
Restart We explain four methods based on random walk with restart according to rating types of input data and their purposes.
1) RWR Exp , A Basic Random Walk with Restart Method for
Explicit Rating Suppose we have a user-item bipartite graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes, and E is the set of edges. V consists of users and items, i.e., V = U ∪ I where U is the set of users and I is the set of items. Each edge (u, i, r ui ) ∈ E represents a rating between user u and item i, and the edge is weighted with the rating r ui . For a starting node u, the RWR scores are defined as the following recursive equation [20] : r = (1 − c)Ã r + cq (7) where r ∈ R |V| is the RWR score vector w.r.t. the starting node u, q ∈ R |V| is the starting vector whose u-th entry is 1 and all other entries are 0, and c is the restarting probability. A is the row-normalized adjacency matrix, i.e.,Ã = D −1 A where A is the weighted adjacency matrix of the graph G, and D is a diagonal matrix of weighted degrees such that D ii = j A ij and A ij = r ij indicating the weighted edge
The RWR score vector r is iteratively updated as follows:
is the RWR score vector of t-th iteration. The iteration starts with the initial RWR score vector r (0) , and it is repeated until convergence (i.e., the iteration stops when r (t) −r (t−1) < where is the error tolerance). The iteration for r (t) converges to a unique solution [30] . We initialize r
as 1 |V| 1 where |V| is the number of nodes and 1 ∈ R |V| is an all-ones vector. Note that for each user, we compute the RWR score vector r, and rank items in the order of the RWR scores on items r i s.t. i ∈ I. 
2) RWR Imp , A Basic Random Walk with Restart Method for
Implicit Rating When explicit user-item ratings are not available, RWR is also able to exploit implicit feedback ratings described in Section III-A2 for recommendation. Instead of constructing the user-item bipartite graph using the explicit ratings, we build the graph G based on the implicit feedback ratings. An edge between user u and item i in the graph G is represented as (u, i, c ui ) indicating an implicit rating for user u and item i. c ui is the confidence level of the implicit rating as explained in Section III-A2. Then we compute RWR scores in the user-item bipartite graph G using Equation (8) .
3) RWR Bias , A Random Walk with Restart Method with Global
Bias Terms As described in Section III-B1, the traditional RWR methods do not consider global user and item popularity even if the popularity affects the performance of recommendation as discussed in [6] . Thus we propose a novel random walk with restart method RWR Bias for considering the global popularity (or bias) for users and items as well as personalized information in recommendation.
For a query user u, the goals of RWR Bias are stated as follows: (1) it obtains RWR scores of other nodes with respect to u which indicate similarity with u, and (2) it considers global popularities of users and items in RWR scores. RWR Bias builds on top of a basic RWR method by adding bias terms to achieve the above goals. The first goal of calculating similarity score is done by the basic RWR approach. Bias terms are implemented to achieve the second goal to increase RWR scores of generally popular items or users while decreasing the scores of generally unpopular ones.
The iterative equations to update RWR score vector and bias vectors are defined in Equations (11) and (9), respectively. The RWR Bias score vector r consists of RWR terms as βÃ r+γq and bias terms (1−β −γ)b. The bias vector b ∈ R |V| consists of the random walk term as (1−c)Ã b and a jump term as cm wherem is aimed to increase RWR scores of popular nodes by assigning higher probabilities that a random surfer jumps to the popular entities.m is normalized to sum to 1 from a non-normalized vector m; for each entity e, e-th entry value in m is the global average rating value of the corresponding type of entity e, i.e., the average of the ratings that an item receives or the average of the ratings that a user gives.
We first compute the bias vector b as follows:
Then, we compute the RWR Bias score vector r as follows:
Note that G is also column stochastic ifÃ is a column stochastic matrix since 1 G = 1 , and 1 r = 1 which is proved similarly to Equation (10).
4) RWR Side , A Random Walk with Restart Method Using Side
Information The basic RWR described in Section III-B1 also suffers from the cold-start problem since there are no out-going edges from a new user or a new item as shown in Figure 2(a) . In this case, a random surfer is stuck in the new user node or the surfer cannot reach at the new item node; thus, the basic RWR cannot compute a personalized ranking of items for the new user, and the newly added item is omitted from recommendation list.
The main idea to solve the cold-start problem is to augment the user-item bipartite graph G using side information such as user demographic information or item category data [26] , [28] . Figure 2(b) depicts the example of how to augment the graph using side information. Suppose we have gender information of users. Then we add female and male nodes into the graph G, and connect gender nodes and users nodes as in Figure 2(b) . Item nodes are also augmented similarly, using item information such as item category data.
Let G denote the augmented graph. We add additional information into G as links with weights set to δ. Then RWR Side computes RWR scores on the augmented graph G based on Equation (7) . Note that in Equation (7), we normalize the adjacency matrix of the augmented graph G . RWR Side also ranks items in the order of the RWR scores on items r i s.t. i ∈ I to generate an item recommendation list for each user.
IV. EXPERIMENTS We conduct extensive experiments to compare recommendation methods which are based on matrix factorization or random walk with restart. We focus on the following research questions according to the major tasks and present answers we got from the experiments.
• Explicit feedback (Section IV-C) -Q1. 
A. Experimental Setup 1) Datasets
We use various rating datasets such as explicit rating data, implicit rating data, and ratings with additional information. We summarize the datasets in Tables III and IV. • Movielens (https://movielens.org) is a movie recommendation site. It contains 0.9K users and 1.6K items. Ratings are in a range from 1.0 to 5.0, and their unit interval is 1.0. It provides user demographic information such as age, gender, occupation, and zip code. The dataset is available at https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/.
• FilmTrust is a movie sharing and rating website. This dataset is crawled by Guo et al. [31] . It contains 1.6K users and 2K items where users are connected by directed edges in a trust network. Ratings are in a range from 0.5 to 4.0, and their unit interval is 0.5. The dataset is available at https://www.librec.net/datasets.html.
• Epinions (epinions.com) is a who-trust-whom online social network of general consumer reviews. It contains 49K users and 140K items where users are connected by directed edges in a trust network. Ratings are in a range from 1.0 to 5.0, and their unit interval is 1.0. This dataset is available at http://www.trustlet.org/epinions.html.
• Lastfm (https://www.last.fm) is an online music site for free music data such as music, video, photos, concerts, and so on. It includes 1.9K users, 17.6K items, 92.8K 
2) Cross-validation
We separate training and test sets under 5-folded cross validation for all experiments except other ones related to the cold start problem; the detailed setting for the cold start problem is in Section IV-F. It ensures that each observed rating is included in a test set only once.
3) Hyperparameters
We find out hyperparameters which give the best performance for each experiment. They are set as follows. We use 
B. Performance Measures
We employ two measures to compare performance of matrix factorization and random walk with restart. We measure global ranking (Section IV-B1) and top-k prediction performance (Section IV-B2). Global ranking and top-k prediction are sufficiently important measures, since recommendations provided by e-commerce services are usually ranked list of items and customers pay attention only to the top few items. Matrix factorization is known to optimize the lowest RMSE (Root Mean Square Error). However, we do not use RMSE as accuracy measure because RWR cannot generate predicted ratings in the same scale with the observed data.
1) Ranking performance
We compare recommendation methods with respect to how well they predict rankings of recommended items. We use Spearman's ρ as the global ranking performance metric, which compares a ranked list with a ground-truth ranked list and shows correlation between the lists. ρ has a value within [−1, 1], and a higher value of it tells the rank of the two lists are more similar.
ρ is defined as average of ρ u for all user u as stated in Equation (12) . ρ u is defined in Equation (13) as the average rank of all items of the same scores with i. precision@k is the average of precision@k u for all users u as defined in Equation (14) . For a user u, precision@k u is defined in Equation (15) . Actual u (k) is a set of top-k items sorted by observed ratings given by u in test set, and P redicted u (k) is that of top-k items in test set predicted by a recommendation method.
C. Performance of Methods with Explicit Feedback Data
We compare performance of matrix factorization and random walk with restart when explicit feedback ratings are given. We find out that MF Exp performs better than RWR Exp in this situation. Table V presents the results of the experiment. In using explicit feedback ratings, MF Exp performs better than RWR Exp in global ranking and top-k prediction measures. MF Exp shows higher Spearman's ρ for global ranking performance and also higher precision@1, 2, 3 measures for top-1, 2, 3 prediction measures for all explicit rating datasets.
D. Performance of Methods with Implicit Feedback Data
We compare matrix factorization and random walk with restart in their global ranking and top-k prediction performance when implicit feedback ratings are given. We find out that RWR Imp performs better than MF Imp in using implicit rating data. Table  VI tells the results of this experiment. RWR Imp shows higher Spearman's ρ and precision@1, 2, 3 measures for all implicit rating datasets, than MF Imp does.
E. Performance of Methods with Global Bias Terms
With regard to global bias terms, we present performance measures of matrix factorization and random walk with restart according to the following interests: (1) whether the bias terms enhance performance, and (2) which method is better between MF Bias and RWR Bias . We observe that (1) the bias terms improve recommendation performance, and (2) MF Bias performs better than RWR Bias . The experiments are conducted with only explicit feedback rating because it is inappropriate to apply global bias terms in implicit feedback ratings. The reason is that bias terms and vectors of entities are optimized to be invalid value or even 0 in MF Bias with implicit ratings. This is because the global average rating μ always offsets the implicit rating values, and thus there are no observed values left for the biases and vectors to learn from. Bias terms in matrix factorization are known to improve accuracy performance, decreasing RMSE [6] . We observe that bias terms also enhance global ranking and top-k prediction performance in our experiments. Tables VII and VIII present the results of our experiments. Bias terms enhance the performance in both matrix factorization and random walk with restart, as the methods with bias terms show higher Spearman's ρ and precision@1, 2, 3 compared to the ones without biases.
Our experiment results also show that MF Bias performs better than RWR Bias , which shows similar tendencies in experiment with explicit rating data in Section IV-C.
F. Performance of Methods with Side Information
We focus on three aspects of matrix factorization and random walk with restart in using side information: (1) whether additional information improves recommendation performance, (2) which method performs better between MF Side and RWR Side with side information, and (3) which method solves the cold start problem better. In our experiments, the results are observed as follows: (1) additional information improves or shows modest decrease in the performance with explicit rating data, while the performance decreases with implicit rating data, (2) MF Side performs better with explicit rating data and RWR Side performs better with implicit ones, and (3) MF Side solves the cold start problem better with explicit rating data and RWR Side is better with implicit ones.
The ranking and top-k prediction performance are improved with auxiliary information and explicit feedback ratings in general. We observe that MF Side is better with explicit ratings and RWR Side performs better with implicit ones. The result shows the similar tendencies in experiments with explicit or implicit data without side information in Sections IV-C and IV-D.
We compare matrix factorization and random walk with restart in their ability to address the cold start problem, especially to recommend items to new users. We observe that matrix factorization performs better in solving the cold start problem when explicit ratings are given, while random walk with restart is better with implicit feedback data. We take the following steps for this experiment. First, we sample a set of cold start users U cold . We randomly sample 20% of total users for the cold users, where the chosen ones have rated more than one item and have side information. Second, we split training and test set. The training set contains side information of all users and observed ratings of users who do not belong to U cold . The test set includes observed ratings of users ∈ U cold . Lastly, we measure Spearman's ρ for global ranking performance and precision@k for top-k prediction performance. Tables XIII and XIV show the result that MF Side better solves the cold start problem with explicit feedback data and RWR Side is better with implicit ratings.
G. Discussion
What are the reasons for good or bad performance of MF and RWR in various settings of recommendations? We observe interesting tendencies over various performance measures in our experiments:
• Matrix factorization performs better with explicit rating datasets, while random walk with restart performs better with implicit ones.
• Global bias terms improve recommendation performance.
• Additional information enhance performance of recommendations with explicit rating data, while it makes worse performance with implicit rating data.
Why matrix factorization conforms well to explicit ratings while random walk with restart applies well to implicit ones? Random walk with restart is influenced by proximity of nodes or the number of hops, while explicit rating scores occasionally contradict the concept of the proximity. For example, random walk with restart gives a higher RWR score on a 1-hop negative item (e.g. an item that a user u gives a low rating) than a 3-hop positive item (e.g. an item preferred by another user whose taste is similar to u). Implicit data only include users' positive behavior on items and do not include a shortcut between negatively related nodes. Therefore, random walk with restart fits well with implicit data rather than explicit ones. This explains A1, A2, A4, A6, and A7 in the question and answer list at the beginning page in Section IV. As regards A4, MF Bias performs better than RWR Bias because we use only explicit ratings in comparison of them as explained in Section IV-E.
Global bias terms enhance the global ranking and top-k prediction performance in both matrix factorization and random walk with restart. Bias factors improve the performance because the methods learn not only user-item interactions but also nodes' specific properties accounting for much of the variation in observed ratings [6] . This explains A3 in the question and answer list.
Additional information is used well with explicit feedback data, but not with implicit ones. Our conjecture is that side information is noisy, and the noise further debases the quality of information in implicit feedback ratings that are also noisy. This possibly explains A5 in the question and answer list.
V. CONCLUSION
We provide a comparative study of matrix factorization (MF) and random walk with restart (RWR) in recommender system. We suggest four tasks according to various recommendation scenarios. We suggest recommendation methods based on MF and RWR, and show that each scenario has its corresponding MF and RWR methods. Especially, we devise a new RWR method using global bias terms, and the new method improves the recommendation performance. We provide extensive experimental results that compare MF and RWR for the various tasks and explain insight for the reasons behind the results. We observe that MF and RWR behave differently according to whether input ratings are explicit or implicit. We also observe that global popularities of nodes represented as biases are useful in improving the recommendation performance. Finally, 
